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ABSTRACT:A computer cluster is a collection of connected computers. They function together in order that in many 

ways they form one computer. The elements of a cluster are commonly, but not always, linked to each other. through 

they are fast local area networks. Clusters are usually deployed to enhance performance and/or availability over that 

provided by one computer, while typically being far more cost-effective than single computers of comparable speed or 

availability. The major objective within the cluster is utilizing a gaggle of processing nodes so on complete the 

assigned job during a minimum amount of your time by working cooperatively. The main and important strategy to 

realize such objective is by transferring the additional loads from busy nodes to idle nodes. The seminar will contain 

the concepts of cluster computing and therefore the principals involved in it. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cluster computing is the computers connected on a network.  They perform as a single entity. Every computer device 

that is connected to the network is called a node. Cluster computing offers solutions to unravel complicated problems. 

And this is to by providing faster computational speed, as well as enhanced data integrity. The connected computers 

execute operations all together, finally creating the impression like a single system (virtual machine). The process is 

called as transparency of the system. Based on the principle of distributed systems, the networking technology performs 

its operations. And here, LAN is the connection unit. Process is finally defined as the transparency of the system. 

Cluster computing goes with the features of All the connected computers are the same kind of machines They are 

tightly connected through dedicated network connections All the computers share a common home directory. 

Clusters’ hardware configuration is different and it's based on the selected networking technologies. Cluster is divided 

as Open and Close clusters. In the Open Clusters, all the  

nodes need IP’s and Those all are accessed only through the internet or web. Such type of clustering makes an 

enhanced security concerns. The nodes are concealed behind the gateway node in the Closed Clustering. They offer 

increased protection. 
II. HISTORY 

 

The first clustering product was ARCnet, created by Datapoint in 1977. It was not successful. After this, DEC released 

their VAX cluster for the VAX/VMS OS in 1984. The ARCnet and VAX cluster products supported parallel computing, 

shared file systems and peripheral devices. The theme was to supply the benefits of multiprocessing. And maintaining 

data reliability and uniqueness. VAX cluster, now VMS cluster, is still accessible on OpenVMS systems. This is on HP 

running, on Alpha and Itanium systems. 

 

III. WHY IS CLUSTER COMPUTING IMPORTANT? 
 

1. Cluster computing makes an inexpensive, unconventional to the big server or mainframe computer 

solutions. 

2. Cluster computing resolves the demand for content criticality and process services in a faster way.  

3. Many IT companies are implementing cluster computing to augment their availability, processing speed and 

resource management, scalability, at economic prices. 

4. Cluster computing ensures that computational power is always available. 

5. Cluster computing provides a single general strategy for the implementation and application of parallel 

high-performance systems that are independent of certain hardware vendors and their product decisions.  
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IV. TYPE OF CLUSTER COMPUTER 
 

As clusters are extensively utilized in correspondence to the complexity of the knowledge, to manage content and 

therefore the anticipated operating speed. Many of the applications that anticipate high availability without a discount 

in downtime employ the scenarios of cluster computing. The types of cluster computing are: 

 

A. Cluster Load Balancing 
Load balancing clusters are employed within the situations of augmented network and internet utilization and these 

clusters perform because the fundamental factor. This type of clustering technique offers the advantages of increased 

network capacity and enhanced performance. Here the whole nodes stay as cohesive with all the instance where the 

whole node objects are completely attentive of the requests those are present within the network. All the nodes won't 

operate during a single process whereas they readdress the requests individually as they arrive counting on the 

scheduler algorithm. The other crucial element on the load balancing technique is scalability where this feature is 

accomplished when every server is completely employed. 

 

B. High Availability Clusters 
These are also termed as failover clusters. Computers so often faces failure issues. High Availability comes in line with 

the augmenting dependency of computers, and this makes computers hold crucial responsibility in many of the 

organizations and applications. In this approach, redundant computer systems are utilized within the situation of any 

component malfunction. So, when there's one point malfunction, the system seems to be completely reliable because 

the network has redundant cluster elements. Through the implementation of high availability clusters, systems can 

accompany extended functionality and provides consistent computing services like complicated databases, business 

activities, customer services like e-websites and network file distribution. 

 

C. High-Performance Clusters 
Networking approach utilizes supercomputers to resolve critical computational problems. With the management of IO-

dependent applications such as high-performance clusters, web services, are engaged in computational models of in-

vehicle breakdowns and climate . Closely connected computer clusters are developed for work. They may be  

considered “supercomputing”. 

 

V. COMPONENT OF A CLUSTER COMPUTER 
 

The basic building blocks of clusters are weakened into multiple categories: the m cluster nodes, cluster OS , network 

switching hardware and therefore the node/switch interconnect. Significant advances are accomplished over the past 

five years to enhance the performance of both the compute nodes also because the underlying switching infrastructure. 

 
Application: It includes all the varied applications that are happening for a specific group. These applications run in 

parallel. It includes multiple queries running on different nodes of the cluster. This can be said because the input a part 

of the cluster component. 

 
Middleware: Software packages that interact the user with the OS for the cluster computing. In other words we will 

say that these are the layers of software between applications and OS . Middleware provides multiple services required 

by an application to function correctly. 

Operating System: Clusters are often supported by various operating systems which incorporates Windows, Linux. etc. 

 
Interconnect: Interconnection among the varied nodes of the cluster system are normally done using 10GbE, Myrinet 

etc. In case of small cluster system these and be connected with the assistance of straightforward switches. 

 
Nodes: Nodes of the cluster system implies about the various computers that are connected. All of those processors are 

often of intels or AMD 64 bit. 

 

VI. ARCHITECTURE OF A CLUSTER COMPUTER  
 

 A cluster is a quite parallel/distributed processing network which is meant with an array of interconnected 

individual computers and therefore the computer systems operating collectively as one standalone system. 

 A node has one or a multiprocessor network which is having memory, input and output functions and an OS  
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 Generally , 2 or more nodes are connected on one line or every node could be connected individually through a 

LAN connection. 

 
Fig.1 Architecture of cluster computer 

 
VII. ADVANTAGES OF CLUSTER COMPUTER 

 

Cost efficacy – Mainframe computers seems to be extremely stable. Cluster computing is more in implementation due 

to their cost-effectiveness and economical. However, these systems give enhanced performance than that of mainframe 

networks. 

 
Processing speed – The cluster computing systems offer an equivalent processing speed as that of mainframe 

computers and therefore the speed is additionally adequate to supercomputers. 

 
Extended resource availability – Computers often breakdowns, so to eliminate this failure, cluster computers are 

available with high availability. When one node gets failed, the opposite nodes are going to be active. And can function 

as a proxy for the failed node. This makes sure for enhanced availability. 
 
Expandability – The subsequent advantage of the cluster computing is its enhanced scalability and expandability. 

When they instantiate the prospect to combine multiple additional resources or the networks to the prevailing computer 

system. 

 
Flexibility – Cluster computing can be upgraded to the superior specification or extended through the addition of 

additional nodes (computer systems).Patient monitoring that leverages medical devices such as insulin pumps, smart 

lenses and pacemakers 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
 

High performance computing is a main role of the functionality computer science. Today, cluster computing is gaining 

much attention. This is the most used high performance computing environment. Though, the problems and issues 

related to non-parallelizable are still not solved by cluster computers, the clusters provide a realizable and achievable 

solution, to most of the concerns that are related to high computing power. 
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